
RKT INC. Warranty Plan 
 

Flat Repairs 
The purchase of your tire covers the cost of flat repairs in the shop if they are passenger, suv, 
cuv, and standard load rated tires (with the exception of snow tires) (roadside calls are not 
covered).. (Not covered: All light truck tires, trailer, agricultural, industrial, commercial, ATV, 
UTV and or offroad use.) 
 
Your Warranty covers your tires against road hazard damage for a period of 4 years or until the 
tire(s) is worn to 3/32nds” whichever occurs first. Road Hazard damage is damage that occurs 
when a tire fails due to a puncture, bruise or break incurred during the course of normal driving 
conditions. Nails, Glass, and Potholes are the most common examples. 
 
This limited tire warrant is issued and made by RKT Inc. for whom you purchased the tires, and 
is separate from, and in addition to, the warranty coverage provided by the manufacturer of the 
tire. The warranty coverage applies only to the original purchaser and is not transferable.  
 

What You Must Do To Obtain Warranty Service 
Please return your damaged tire to the nearest RKT location. If you are further than 30 
miles from the original place of purchase, you may find your own servicing location and 
pay for the warranty service based upon a comparable tire and submit the invoice for 
reimbursement. 
You must present this Registration Certificate along with your original invoice identifying 
the purchase of the tires and the tire warranty plan.  
A Record indicating the tire received proper care and maintenance, as prescribed by the 
tire and vehicle manufacturers must be maintained. A form is included on this plan that 
your RKT dealer may use to document that such care was provided. It is solely the 
customer’s responsibility to keep records for all warranty purposes.  
The damaged tire must be made available for inspection by RKT Management.  
All Claims must be submitted within 60 days of the date the damage was incurred. In the 
event you are unable to provide the information listed above, this warranty shall be void.  

 
 

Road Hazard Exclusions and Limitations 
Only Passenger tires fall under a road hazard coverage at RKT Inc. Exclusions, snow tires 
are not covered by Road Hazard. Any emergency service vehicle , any vehicle used for hire, 
towing construction or postal service. Any vehicle used for farm, ranch, agricultural or off-road 
service. Coverage excludes damage from off-road use, (off-road use is defined as driving on 
anything other than a paved or gravel road maintained by state or local authority). Coverage 
excludes damage from collision, fire, vandalism, theft, snow chains, manufacturer’s defects, 
abuse and neglect (i.e., improper application, improper inflation, brake lock up, wheel spinning, 
torque snags, etc.). Also excluded are damages resulting from mechanical components (i.e., 
fenders, exhaust, springs, etc.). Also excluded are any tires that have been retreaded, 
recapped, regrooved, remolded, tubed or repaired in a manner other than per manufacturer’s 
guidelines. This plan covers only the tires registered to the customer and listed by DOT number 
on the original invoice or warranty certificate. CONSEQUENTIAL AND INCIDENTAL 
DAMAGES ARE EXCLUDED. 
 



Tire Replacement Coverage 
Road Hazard: If a tire covered by this plan becomes unserviceable because of a road hazard 
during the warranty period, it will be replaced with a new tire. If available, an exact make/model 
replacement tire will be installed. If not available, a comparable quality tire will be installed. 
When the tire failure occurs in the first 25% of useable treadwear, and if in the opinion of RKT 
Inc the tire cannot be safely repaired per manufacturer’s guidelines, the tire will be replaced with 
coverage up to 100% if the original selling price if the tire, After the first 25% of treadwear you 
will be charged for the consumed useable treadwear on the original tire, Times the current 
selling price of the tire. You will be responsible for any taxes, mounting, balancing, and any 
other miscellaneous fees. When the tread is worn down to 3/32” (to the treadwear indicator) the 
tire is considered worn out and is not eligible for road hazard adjustment. If you want road 
hazard coverage on the replacement tire, you must purchase a new plan for that tire. 
 
Vehicles equipped with TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) may incur additional costs of 
tire rotations, flat repairs and tire replacements due to additional labor required for resetting the 
TPMS sensors. This warranty does not cover subsequent damage to TPMS sensors incurred 
during a tire failure or flat tire.  
 

Treadwear limited warranty requires rotation of the tires every 6,000 miles 
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* It is solely the customers responsibility to keep records for all warranty purposes* 

 


